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Screenprinting is a fun and easy way to add surface design to your fabrics. I love 
to use thickened Procion MX dyes as they won’t affect the handle of the fabric at 
all making your printed cloth suitable for patchwork, applique, quilting, garments, 
you name it! If you’ve been daunted by screenprinting in the past, thinking that 
you’ll need lots of tricky equipment and space, then we hope you’ll enjoy this simple 
method. A screenprint is made by forcing ink, dye or paint through the fine mesh 
of a screen. The screen is blocked or masked to create the design and this can be 
done using a variety of methods. We’re going to keep things simple and use a paper 
stencil. 
 
What you’ll need:
Silk screen (you can purchase these from art and craft suppliers, or you can make 
you own by stretching screen mesh tightly over a frame)
Squeegee
Thin paper (copy paper or newsprint is fine)
Cotton/linen/viscose fabric pre-soaked in soda solution, dried and ironed flat (with a 
dry iron) 
Thickened Procion MX dyes. We used black, Magenta, Navy and Lemon, but any of 
your favourite colours will be fine 
A plastic tub and a spoon for each of the dye colours that you plan to use
Plastic sheets, we used thin bin bags cut open
Plastic/newspaper to cover your work area
An old blanket/towel or sheet to fold up to make a ‘print pad’ - the area you’ll print on
Scissors
Pins
Mask - Note: Wear rubber gloves and an apron at all times. Wear an appropriate 
mask to protect against the dye particles when working with the dyes in powder form.

What to do:
Cut a paper stencil. We drew a feather and cut it out carefully to leave both the 
positive and negative shape complete. You could cut any design you choose, 
leaves, letters, spirals...we’ve included our feather design for you at the end of this 
worksheet. If you aren’t confident to draw you can photocopy or scan something and 
cut that out. 
 
Place a piece of fabric on your print pad. Pin at the corners (and along the sides if 
necessary) to hold it in place.  
Position your cut paper stencils. Take your time and shuffle them about until you are 
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happy with the layout. Lower the screen onto the paper stencils to check that they sit 
within the printable area. If not, rearrange. 

When you’re happy with the layout of your paper shapes, pop the screen down on 
top of them. Spoon some dye along the top of the screen. Holding your squeegee 
at about a 45° angle, draw it firmly towards you. Hold the screen in place with your 
other hand, or if it’s a large screen, ask a friend to hold it for you - you’ll then have 
both hands free to hold the squeegee. Lift the squeegee and replace it back at the 
top of the screen then draw it towards you again. This first print may not be perfect, 
but will saturate the screen with dye and stick the paper stencils to the reverse of the 
mesh.

Lift the screen to reveal your print. Immediately place the print onto a piece of plastic 
bag and cover with another piece. Press the plastic bag so that it makes contact with 
the print - don’t worry, it shouldn’t blur or smudge if you’re careful.

Pin a new piece of fabric onto your printing area. Lower your screen into place. Add 
more dye to the top of the screen and draw the squeegee towards you to make 
another print. 

Repeat until you have run out of dye, soda soaked fabric or energy!

Rinse your screen, squeegee and other tools and equipment with water to clean them. 
Ensure that all dye is rinsed from the screen so it’s ready to use next time.

Important: Be sure to cover every print you make immediately with plastic to avoid 
it drying out. Prints can be stacked on top of each other with a single layer of plastic 
bag between. At the end of the session, the stack can be carefully rolled up, or left as 
it is until the dyes have cured.

The dye needs to be left to react with the soda-soaked fabrics in a warm place. We 
like to leave our prints overnight, but a minimum of a few hours is necessary.

The next day, peel the plastic from your prints (you can probably reuse the plastic 
again so long as it’s not too dirtied with dye). Rinse the prints one by one under cold 
running water until the water runs clear. Wash with detergent, dry, iron, and they’re 
ready to use!
We think you’ll agree that thickened dyes are an economical and exciting media for 
screenprinting. You’ll notice, once your prints are washed and dried, that the fabric is 
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just as soft as before it was printed, making it ideal for use in any project, even one 
with hand stitching.

Troubleshooting

Q. Why are my prints pale?
A. There are a number of variables involved with any dye process so consider the 
following:

1. Is your fabric compatible with the dyes? Procion MX will only dye cellulose fibres 
such as cotton, linen and viscose.  
 
2. Was your fabric properly soaked in soda? The fabric must be fully saturated in a 
soda solution for a minimum of 20 minutes before being drip dried. Don’t rinse or 
steam iron!!

3. Did you add enough dye to your stock print paste when preparing your thickened 
dyes? Make a note to add more dye powder next time

4. Were the prints left in a warm place and kept moist in order to react? Dyes won’t 
bond with the fibres of your fabric if it’s too cool. Don’t pop them in a cold garage or 
outbuilding!

5. The dye dried before it had time to react - be sure to cover prints quickly with 
plastic to maintain humidity.

Q. A lot of dye ran out in the rinsing water, why is this?

A. If you’re prints are good, but a lot of dye ran out as you rinsed then this means 
that you probably added just a little too much dye to your print paste. Make a note to 
add slightly less next time.

If your prints are pale and lots of dye ran out, then your fabric may not be a cellulose 
fibre, might not have been soda soaked, or the temperature might have been too 
cold.

Hopefully you won’t have any of the above!
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Here’s our feather motif which you are welcome 
to use for your own screenprinting. Feel free to 
alter the size using a computer or photocopier 
to suit your project.


